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Dakar-Dakar is the story, told by Jean-Luc Courcoult, of the survivor of the last Paris-Dakar
rally who, after an extraordinary epic, arrives in the Senegalese capital to launch into the first
static bike race of Senegal. During this incredible festive week, the show will cross the city
and a big tournament will take place between Fass, Ouakam and Pikine districts.

My motorcycle jumped from 5 meters high from the top of the dune and I found myself with
the nose in the sand. Broken fork, destroyed compass, my engine was no more than a laid
down wreck as a dead horse climbing on the hill, I was overcome with dizziness.
As far as the eye can see, I was in the middle of an ocean of sand whose waves fixed in the
immovable gave the feeling of a storm on a wall in a photograh.
Alone as a grain of sand in the cradle of Humanity, I took the engine apart I had pampered
during more than three years off. With straps, I hung it up on my back and with curved head
by effort, I started the beginning of a walk into the unknown.
It was at PARIS-DAKAR 2007.
I only thought I was walking on the African land and that it would pick me with its giant’s
arms. Time passed until I saw a herd of elephants with palm trees standing on their skulls,
giraffes so high that they ate pieces of clouds, camels full of poppies on their backs or little
black children, with webbed feet such as frogs who jumped on me to kiss me - it only was a
mirage.
I have to say that during my trip, I ended up meeting a large number of families who
welcomed me as a brother.
I had lost memory, and when they saw me, I didn’t let anyone touch my engine. The only
words that came out of my cracked lips were DAKAR DAKAR DAKAR …
Very good at mechanics, here and there I found odd jobs. Until the day when at the end of a
court, I found out a bathtub, and I couldn’t say why, I had finally found the new body of my
vehicle.
That’s right what is more comfortable than a bathtub full of water to cross the desert!

And I rejoined the race, crossing villages; I followed by hundreds of bicycles where bursts of
laughter gave me strength of a rhino with an invincible tenderness.
In this race, I recovered memory to find my way.
Soon I was acclaimed and people were waiting for me on the road to Dakar.
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